
Perforation L2: 8, 5 on line.

Perfo rat ion L3: 11-11,75. The perforation
has alternate holes, large and small.

2nd. pattern - Paper B, perforation U : 20;
30; 50; 100 thousand Rs. without water
mark 100,000 Rs. Perforation L2: 50,000
Rs. Pap er C, perforation U: 1; 2; 5 thou
sand Rs. (sepia) .
Notes:
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Chuck Spaulding (# 2355)

Is it Perlin Design 9 or J45?

It would seem that these companies are somehow
connected. Sag Harbor is on the extreme eastern
end of Long Island about a hundred miles (as the
crow flies) from New York City. It is located in an
area frequently frequented by the wealthy in the
summer in the towns of East and South Hampton.
Snag Harbor's permanent population is about 3,000.

Perhaps, Alvin Manufacturing Company (Design
9) in Sag Harbor manufactur ed the watch cases that
were sold in the New York City offices of Faly's
Watch Cases. In any case, as a result of the precan
cel, we know that the stamps for the New York City
office were purchased in the Sag Harbor Post
Office. The appearance of two perfin designs on a
single stamp indicates that the companies were
somehow connected.

I came across an interesting perfin-precancel, The
precancel is Sag Harbor, NY on a 12. Benjamin
Franklin definitive (Scott Catalogue number 512).
The perfin designs are Design 9 "Calipers" and a
partial of J45 "JFe. Checking The Catalog of
United States Petfins, I found that the identified
user of perfin pattern J45 is Faly's Watch Cases of
New York City. The Appendix also indicates that
J45 has been found on Sag Harbor, NY precancels.
Checking the catalog for Design 9, I found that the
user was Alvin Manufacturing Company of Sag
Harbor, NY. The Appendix offers no additional
information.

Thin, with watermark
"Casa da Maeda" horizon
tal or vertical - light tex
ture in opposition to
watermark.

Middle density 60/80
micra - light vertical tex
ture.

Strong density 90/100
micra - rough, with tex
ture in opposition to
watermark "Casa da
Maeda".

Paper B:

Paper C:

Paper A:

Perforation Ll: 11-11~ on line - the di
ameter of the holes is not
steady - small (wide
teet h) large (sharp point
ed teeth) but the holes of
the same line are consis
tent (i.e., all small or all
large.

In observation about the pieces that are found we
can say that the perforation was used only on the
first issue. Many proof were found in several types
of paper with and without watermarks, mostly in
definitives colors . Many imperforate pairs (part and
total) are known in different values an in definitive
papers .

Editor's Note: Unfortunately, the quality of the
illustrations submitted with this article does not
permit reproduction in The Bulletin.

One other item of conjecture, perhaps Design 9 is
a representation of a watch escapement rather than
a pair of calipers.

Why not pay your dues ear ly this year and save
the Club some money. Still only $15.00 per year
($17.00 in Canada and $20.00 elsewhere.

In order to permit me to investigate this mystery
further, I would appreciate rece iving photocopies of
covers using perfins J45 and Design 9 plus any other
information on these two companie s.
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